Design Notes for WA1GFZ Mosfet Audio Driver
Circuit design by Francis Carcia, WA1GFZ. Original design Copyright March 22, 2010.
Prototype by Thomas Cathey, K1JJ.
PCB layout by John Williams, W9JSW.

Original overview by Tom, K1JJ – March 31, 2010
From this article - http://amfone.net/Amforum/index.php?topic=23632.0
After a couple of months of design work by WA1GFZ and building/testing by me, we have a working
MOSFET Audio Driver. I have it running now on my 4-1000A plate modulated by a pair of 4-1000A's.
One volt of audio in, hundreds of clean watts out, with negative feedback if desired.
The results appear to be quite good with this first prototype. It will pass a 50hz triangle waveform well with
sharp points and near perfect slope. This is not easy to do unless direct coupled. My version uses 2.2 ufd
coupling caps which allows response down to about 10hz. The high end is easily 12 khz and very clean. It
uses a single + - 300V supply for everything. It will drive any set of modulator tubes. My 4-1000A tetrodeconnnected modulators work well. The 10hz lows limitation is good to prevent mod transformer burn out.
Even 30hz is a better limit. This is set by the coupling caps... bigger = lower response.
Because there is only one transformer in the system now (mod xfmr) I am able to tap the negative feedback
(NFB) off the modulation transformer secondary winding. (Ed. See Feedback Section below to see the
current way Tom provides feedback). Normally this is impossible to do with two transformers in line. (Like
with a driver transformer, etc)
The driver uses five 11N90 900V MOSFETS at about $3.00 each. I have them mounted on a heatsink and
the Fets show no signs of getting warm. Compared to my older 100w 8 ohm amplifier driving a Linear
Standard transformer audio driver, this unit is an improvement. The low end is cleaner and more intense. I
now have difficulty choosing which phase to run and can almost justify the "shark fins" phase. This is tough
to do with transformer rigs. Before, the opposite phase was very obviously the correct choice. This requires a
great low end response to pull off.
The two pots shown in the pictures set the bias for each modulator tube.
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2019, Tom opines - I used a Variac on my + - 300V supply. I found I could reduce it somewhat to just what
was required to drive the tube modulators. Same results in class A, less heat. Still, the 11N90s barely get
warm. In my case using tetrode configured 4-1000A modulators, I was able to back it down to +- 260 volts.
Big low-mu triode modulators like 833As will require the most voltage.
Important: The driver board's MOSFET gate bias resistors are optimized for +- 300V. When the power supply
voltage is changed too low, some of the FET gate bias resistors need to shift in value to get back to
maximum output capability. So watch the scope carefully when reducing voltage.
How it works, simplified: The + - 300V supplies basically center tap and produce 0 volts to the tube grids thru
the FETS. You set this DC offset that sets the negative bias and adjusts the idle current for the tubes. Then
the audio signal comes thru push-pull and swings the grids up and down around this DC bias point. So if you
need less than +- 300V of audio swing to fully drive the tubes, you can back down the overall supply
somewhat. Put an audio tone thru at full RF and audio power and you can easily see this + - 300V voltage
Variac adjustment threshold on the scope.

Components
Power Supply Caps - The power supply bypass caps C5/C6 are not critical as long as there is no hum. Best
practice is to keep the PS feed leads as short as is practical.
Bias pots – They should be linear. A 100K pot will give a +/- 100 volt bias range. 2.5 watts would be good,
The user can use a smaller pot with fixed resistors on each side to limit the range and give better resolution
as long as the total resistance is 100K. My case I will need between 0 and 5 volts of bias for the Valiant bias.
I will not need much voltage range so I can use a smaller value and wattage pot. It is also possible to
increase the values of R13, R15, R12 and R31 to allow for a smaller pot value. You just need to make sure
the resistors don't dissipate over a watt each or they could drift in value making the tube bias wander around.
Ask Tom what he used for his rig. The bias pot wipers go to R19 and R20.
Transformers - The driver is class A so load is fairly constant around 100ma per polarity. Again this will
depend on the power source. The best set up would be a dedicated power supply like Tom has.

Power Supply
The best way to make power is a center tapped transformer with two sets of full wave rectifiers making
positive and negative voltages. This way the voltages will track with the load. Here is an example schematic.

Antek has the AS-1T230 - 100VA 230V Transformer for $34 new which would be a good choice.
A dedicated power supply scaled to the required current with properly fused input would make it very hard to
damage the 11 amp FETs or damage any resistors. The user only needs to worry about the output
impedance of the driver since it is DC coupled. There is no active current limiting in the output stage to keep
the circuit simple. Simple current limiting circuits oscillate when they activate driving device dissipation very
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high. It is better to limit the power source so you never get into trouble. K1JJ has used this circuit for almost a
decade without any part failures to date.

Feedback
The circuit was simulated with local feedback using a resistor between VO2 P3 and the feedback input. A
good starting resistance is around 50K / 10 watt. The feedback network around the modulator was
developed by K1JJ. Feedback current must be limited to protect R26 and M4. Tom's network works between
2000 and 3000 volts on the modulator plates.
Tom is pulling feedback off one of the modulator plates so lethal voltages are present. He was unable to
make feedback work off the secondary side of his modulation transformer due to phase shifts in the iron. The
driver phase shift can be improved at the expense of higher operating current but the limiting factor will
always be the modulation transformer.

Heat Sink
The board dissipates 60 watts just sitting doing nothing. A lot of the power is consumed by resistors but I
think it should be on a heat sink size depending on the load. My rig needs 75 volts 30 to 50 ma peak each
phase to drive the screens so it is going to make some heat. Everything is running in class A. I'm planning a
heat sink a bit larger than the board with 1 inch fins mounted with the fins vertical. Fins facing up should also
be fine.
Tom has the history here with his proven layout. - "From my real experience with the prototype: I use a small
6" X 8" heatsink with 1/2" fins. (underneath - not shown here). The FETs and sink barely get warm and I
leave them keyed on all the time. (The 4-1000A modulator tubes get T/R keyed in the fil CT). My guess is
you could get away with just a 1/8" aluminum plate. It will also depend on how hard you idle and bias it 833As vs: smaller 811As, etc.Big tubes, then use a heatsink - small tubes then just a plate will probably do."

Divider String
This is a snip of the original schematic divider string. Please use 21 100K 3W resistors instead. HV end is
attached to one of the modulator plates. The feedback tube is the tube connected to VO1 P4.

Troubleshooting and pre test data
I recorded the operating voltages at each FET in simulation. This is assuming the output bias is set at -5
volts and the power supply is +/- 300 VDC.
M1: Gate = -.47 (set by bias pot ), Drain= +295.7, Source = -4.92
M2: Gate = -.47 (set by bias pot) , Drain +295.7, Source = -4.92
M3: Gate == -157.3, Drain = +160.7, Source = -161.7
M4: Gate = +5.86, Drain = +135, Source = +1.5
M5: Gate = -292, Drain = -53, Source -296

Bringup Guidance
1. Do not connect to the modulator tubes until the bias is set or you may need new tubes.
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